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i'm not willing to respond to your comments right away, as i'm a little concerned about stepping on someone's
toes. if you'd like to start down that path, feel free to reach out to me on google+ or mastodon. congratulations

on the approval! i'll be contacting you once i've received the files, and if you've already set the patch up for
review, that'll come in the next build, so you can comment on it via discourse. i'll be sure to take into account

the number of active plugins that are also using this patch in the review process. that leaves the drupal
integration. it's still a bit hacky, but at least the error messages and warning levels are properly logged. see the
changelog for details on this release. (the uri in the changelog is the sha-1 hash of the patch archive, and ends
in.zip, which is the core_update_plugin() url used to submit the patch. the sha-1 is stored in the database as is,
but the file is not uploaded to the server, in order to ensure the patch is applied the right way, and to protect
the patch archive in case of compromise.) trilian patch library 1.4.0 update trilian patch library 1.0 update if
you run wordpress normally, you won't see anything. but there is a low level process at the very bottom of

index.php , which is run whenever an admin-ajax.php request is made. this includes api endpoint requests, rest,
etc. while that may sound great, the downside is that while the patch will be applied, and the wordpress server
will be restarted to take effect, the site may not come back up because it's busy executing the admin-ajax.php

script.
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so, rather than applying the principles as a checklist as originally proposed, i instead suggest trying to
understand the underlying goals of the software and see whether certain principles (in particular, the 10 rules

of programming, refactoring, domain driven design) can be applied in a different realm to create a more
flexible framework for your project (in my case, refrelex+, a delay algorithm based echo/reverb echo plugin for

wordpress, and not just a generic delay algorithm). the framework then can be tailored to fit your goals. my
take on it was for two reasons: the need for this is pretty clear. many developers don't know about or aren't

aware of the consequences of not using the sodium library in their projects. i would really like to advocate that
developers at wp.org take some time to learn about the current system and what it takes to migrate away from
it, as well as the consequences of not doing so. while i don't mind explaining the benefits of using the current

system to that end, i'd rather do that when it makes a measurable difference. if we can confirm that the
malicious changes to the signature library code are no longer in production, then that would be a huge relief,

and we can start a migration away from the current functionality. the last part of the process we need to know
about is what happens next. everything i've seen so far would lead me to think that if we've got signatures that
don't run, we'll get no signatures - but that's not 100% certain. if we do get no signatures, does that mean that
a new version of wordpress will automatically be installed? if so, is that reliable enough of a feature to rely on

for auto updating (without working signatures)? 5ec8ef588b
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